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At present it is well established that there is a transition to 

the deconfinement phase at high enough temperatures 1n gauqe 

theories .. This transition, predicted in f--efs. ll.2/ .. has then 

been confirmed by the numerical calculations in the framework of 

the lattice approach (see, for 'nstance, refS. 1~-9/). According 

to these calculations, at high enough temperatures chromoplasma 

behaves as a gas of almost free gluons and quarks~ At the same 

time at temperatures just above the phase transition temperature 

plasma is a rather compl icated and nontrivial object. Note that 

the temperature region close to is of great interest for 

experimentalists as just this temperatu~e interval 1S most 

probable for obtaining chromoplasma in nucleus-nucleus collisions .. 

At present" we have no unequivocal idea about the e>~citation modes 

of chromoplasma. It is not improbable (see review 1101 and refs. 

therein) that at temperatures close to $ an importctnt role is 
c 

played by collective excitation modes of chromoplasma which give 

rise to electric and magnetic ma'Sses .. These collective e~:citations 

can be both phonon 1111 and massive 112/. AG a result, a 

qualitative picture may be thought to be the following 112-14/: In 

the large momentum region the dominat1ng part is played by almost 

noninteracting gluons whereas at momenta of an order of m and m
D .. 

(the Debye and magnetic masses., res pect1vely) the main 

contributIon comes from collective exc.itations both massive and 

massless. These collective excitations are assumed to be singlet 

With respect to colour (dynamical confinement hypothesis) and 

electric and magnetic massive modes give similar 

contr1butions 114/. 

The role and nature of collective e>{citation modes of 

chromoplasma can be elucidated by investigating thermodynamic 

functions within the latt1ce approach. The standard Wilson action 

is 
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8 periodic 

boundary conditions in the range of ~ values ~ 2.2 S ~ S 2.8. 

The Monte-Carlo method was used to calculate the contribution of 

electric and magnetic modes to the internal energy E, pressure P 

The calculations were made on the lattice 4112 with 

and the so-called interaction measure 6 z E-3P in the 

SIJ(2)-gauge theory. Temperature e was determined by the known 

two-loop expression 
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where a is the lattice spacing and Nl=4 is the number of sites 

a<~ong the time axis. 

The energy density E, pressur.. P and interaction measure 6 ....r .. 

determined by the expressions 151: 
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where and <Pit) are the space111<e and timeIH,E' 

plaquettes, respectively, and <Pi 15 the plaquette averagesym 
calculated on the hypercubic latt1ce. We have used valu~s of 

coefficients and C calculated within one-loop aproximation
t 

115/: C .1140, C -.06758. The electric and magnetic
s t 

contributions to the thermodynamic functions are determined in a 

standard way through a lattice generalisation of the strength 

tensor Correspondingly. in formulae ("a) electric 

(magnetic) components of the thermodynamic functions are composed 

of spacelike (timelike) plaquettes and <Pl It is worth 

noting that all thermodynamic functl ons listed above are 

normalised in such a way that their values at zero temperature 

are equal to zero by definition. 

Our values for E(e), pte) and 6(e) and their electric and 

magnetic components are shown in figs. 1-.3:1
• The dashed 11nes in 

these figures denote the behaviour of the thermodynamic quantities 

Ele"', PIe" and 61e" calculated by the perturbation theory within 

the one-loop approximation 116/. It is seen from these figures 

that at large enough temperatures the behaviour of energy £ and 

pressure P is in the agreement with the Stefan-Bolt~man law 

(taKing into account one-loop corrections). At temperatures close 

to the critical one in the deconfinement phase the values of PIe'" 

are strongly suppressed in comparison with the values of Ele·. 

This is quite natural since for the second order phase transition 

in the vicinity of the critical temperature the thermodynamic 

functions should have the following behaviour: 
It-aE "" const I e €I P "" const I €I - e , 

c c 
where '" is the relevant critical exponent for specific heat 

(the notion of universality classes /17,181 suggested us that 

'" "" 0.12 as in the 3D-ISing model). 

It is possible to reach some lInderstanding of the behaviour of 

the chromoelectric part of energy using the Hamiltonian approach 

to SU(2)-gluodynamics in the strong coupling limit. In this regime 

the partition function is of the form 

'We are indebted to prof. H. Sat. for providing us with the values 

of <PI > on the lattice 12~ sym 
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where r, is the SU(2) group determined in site " e is the 

temperature, a = a. is the lattice spacing in spatial 

and XkCr) is the character for kth representation of 

directions 

SU(2) 

group C k ': 1/2, 1, 3/2 ••• ). At temperatures c lose to the 

critical one the expression for the partition function can be 

exposed in the form 11,21 
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Fig.I. The solid line without points represents qualitatively the 

behaviour of E184 
, full circles and open circles correspond 

to Erle4 and E 
M 
le4 

• respectively. The dash-dotted line denotes 

the perturbative contribution. Some points represent a typical 

statistical error. 
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Fig.2. The solid line without points represents qualitatively the 

behaviour of 3Ple4 
, full circles and open circles correspond 

to 3P le4 and 3PMle", resp..ctiv.. ly. Some points represent a 
E 

typical statistical error . 
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Fig.3. The quantities 61e", .5 le 4 and .5 le 4 with the same..E 

notation as in figs.1,2. 
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i*e.~ we have developed the three-dimensional "spin" model of 

the Ising type , w~th the difference that the integration in (5) 

The role of sp1ns isis 	performed over the Hadr measures 

played by representations i X
U2 

(Y, l {A consistent 

IIprocedure of reducing (4l to partition function of the "spin 

system 15 demonstrated in ref./19/). A model of this type is known 

to predict a second order phase transition. For a qualitative 

investigat10n of the behaviour of thermodynamic functions we use 

the mean-field appro>:imat10n. Using the standard technique of the 

mean-field approx1mation (see, for instance, ref./20/l we get the 

equation for the mean Umagnetizationu M s\. > 
M 1,( 24 k H l/l.{ 24 x M l, (6) 

where 1 and I are the modified Bessel functions. This 
2 • 

only zero solutions for meanequation at x oS x 1/6 has 
c 

magnetization H whereas at ~ ~ 1t. the magnetization changes 
c 


continuously' from zero at i.e. at
2t xc, 


~ = ~c the second order phase transition occurs. 


The effective action W(M) = -lnZ in this approximation is 


1--,;r- W(M) 12 " M' - In ( 11 ( 24 x H )/12 x H ] • (7) 

& 

where Ns is the number of sites in the three-dimensional space. 

Using (7) we get for the internal energy 

8W 1 9g " >t M2 ,Eal" 	 (8)ae (ae)" 2 

where V N a" is the three-dimensional volume. 

With relations (6) (8) one can easily obtain the behaviour for 

the internal energy which coincides qualitatively with the one 

depicted in fig.1 for This fact is hardly surprising in 

the light of the universality hypothesis mentioned above 11~,18/. 

(Similar calculations for P and 6 are more ambiguous because of 

the presence of derivative dg-2 /da which is unknown in the 

strong-coupling limit). 

The problem of interpretation like this for the chromomagnetic 

contributions remains open. At temperatures just above the 

critical one the magnetic components E and P (both of them .. .. 
6 

being the difference between the corresponding nonzero temperature 

and zero temperature values) take negative values (fig.l,2) 121/2. 

This means that the contribution of the chromomagnetic excitation 

modes differs drastically from that of the chromoelectric 

excitation modes (at least for SU(2) group), and extra excitation 

mechanisms of chromoplasma are to be searched for. We assume that 

the temperature dependence of magnetic components of energy and 

pressure presented here is maybe an indication of an important 

role played by unstable modes 123,241 in the OCD vacuum. 
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MHTpromKHH B.K., 3aAOPO~HhlH A.M., 3HHoBbeB r.M. E2-88-421 

o TepMOAHHaMHqeCKHX CBo~cTBax xpOMOnna3MhI 
BblqHCmmHCb BKnaAbI 3neKTpHqeCKHX H MarHHTHblX MOA BO 

BHyTpeHHIDro 3HeprHro B SU(2)-KanH6pOBOqHO~ TeopHH Ha pemeT
Ke 4.12 3• nOKa9aHo, QTO nOBeAeHHe xpoMo3neKTpHQeCKO~ QaCTH 
3HeprHH EE BnonHe 06~ficHfieTcfi B paMKax MOAenH H3HHrOBCKO
ro THna, B nonHOM COOTBeTCTBHH C rHITOTe90H YHHBepCaITbHO
CTH. B TO ~e BpeMfi, nOBeAeHHe MarHHTHO~ QaCTH BHYTpeHHeH 
3HeprHH EMKapAHHaITbHO OTnHQaeTCfi OT nOBeAeHHfi EE. XapaKTep 
TeMnepaTYPHOH 9aBHCHMOCTH EM YKa9bmaeT Ha c~eCTBeHHO He
CHMMeTpHQHblH xapaKTep 3neKTpHQeCKHX H MarHHTHbIX MOA B09
6y~eHHfi xpOMonna9MbI, H, 6blTb Mo~eT, nponHBaeT CBeT Ha 
ponb HeCTa6HnbHbIX MOA B KaITH6pOBOQHbIX TeopHfiX. 

Pa60Ta BblITOJIHeHa B J1a6opaTopHH TeOpeTHQeCKO~ q,H9HKH 
OIDIH. 

npenpHHT 061.eJ1HHeHHoro HHCTHTyTa JI,IlepHLlX HCCJleJJ,OBIlHHH. .Ily6Ha 1988 
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On Thermodynamic Properties of Chromoplasma 
The contributions of electric and magnetic modes to 

some thermodynamic functions in SU(2)-gauge theory on the 
lattice 4 ·12 3 were calculated. It is shown that the beha
viour of the chromoelectric part of energy EE can be in
terpreted within the Ising-type model in agreement with 
the universality hypothesis. At the same time the behavi
our of the magnetic parts of the internal energy and pres 
sure (i. e. EM andPM> differs drastically from that of EE 
and P E. The character of the temperature dependence of EM 
and PM exhibited here testifies to the presence of a high 
ly 	nonidentical properties of electric and magnetic modes 
of 	chromoplasma and maybe sheds light on the role of un
stable modes in gauge theories. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theroetical Physics, JINR. 
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